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Final report about the work carried out under research contract no 13̂ .9/RB

and renewal of the I.A.E.A. "

A comparative study on the frequencies of radiation-induced chromosome aberrations

in somatic and germ cells of mouse and rhesus monkey.

Q

During the contract period mainly two systems were used for studying -he

relationship' between radiation induced chromosome aberration frequencies in

somatic and germ cells. The first system consists of reciprocal translocaticn

induction in bone-marrow cells of mice compared to reciprocal translocation

induction in spermatogonia (scored in descending spermatocytes) of the same sice.

From the shapes of the dose-response curves for induced aberrations in both cell

types (0-100-200-3OO-UOO-5OO and 600 R X-rays) and from the effect.of changes in

the exposure-rate (130-1.92-0.0287 R/Min.) of a HOO R y-ray exposure on the two

cell types it could be concluded that mitotj.cally dividing germ cells respcr.d

in an entirely similar way to radiation as mitotic dividing germ cells (see also

previous reports). However, modifying factors after irradiation, such as clcrial

proliferation or selective elimination of aberration-carrying cells can causa

great differences in absolute aberration frequencies.

With respect to the second system we tried to do the same type of study in

the rhesus monkey as in the mouse but it appeared that rhesus monkey bone-:r.arrov

cells were very unsuitable for obtaining induced reciprocal.translocations.

Consequently, in the rhesus monkey stimulated peripheral blood lymphocytes --ere

studied instead of bone-marrow cells. After exposures of 100, 200 and 300 ?.

X-rays the frequencies of induced dicentric chromosomes were recorded and

compared to' the frequencies of induced reciprocal translocations in spermaxogonia.

Parallel experiments with human peripheral blood were also performed. From these

experiments it could be.concluded that:

a. The absolute frequencies of chromosome aberrations in somatic and germ cells

of the rhesus monkey are low in comparison to most other mammalian species.

b. The ratio between dicentric frequencies and reciprocal translocation

frequencies was, at 100 R and 200 R, significantly different from the h to 1 rati:

found' by Brewen ejt al. in the mouse and the Chinese hamster and the 2 to 1 ratio

found in.,the marmoset and wan. -.",_' .

c. Although the numbers of 'effective chromosome arms' in man and rhesus mor.iey

are similar (81 vs 83), the rhesus monkey showed at. all doses a lower rate

of induction of dicentrics in blood lymphocytes than man, reaching statistical

significance at the 300 R level.
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